
BANVEL® AVAILABLE AT

P. L ROHRER & BRO., INC.
Smoketown, Pa. Ph. 397-3539

Thoughts
(Continued from Page 6)

breeding, of feeding, of disease
and insect control.

Training should also cover such
technological phases as selection,
operation, care and maintenance
of farm machinery and the
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Smartweed? Pigweed?
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Barnyardgrass ?
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BROADLEAF WEEDS AND GRASSES OTHERS MISS

BANVEL+LASSO
PRE-EMERGE TANK-MIX ON CORN*

BANVEL+atrazine
EARLY POST-EMERGENCE TANK-MIX ON CORN

How to beat young, tough broadleafs, vines, weed
grasses before they damage your corn?

kind of a weed problem you have. Spray 3 to 15
days after corn emerges, when grasses are less
than two inches.If you know where and what your weed problem is.

the new tank-mix combination, Banvel + Lasso,
goes down just after planting, before corn or weeds
emerge . . . timed to destroy weed and grass
seedlings, when corn cannot compete successfully
with weeds.
Depend on this combination like insurance
coverage. No harm to corn. No need to
incorporate. No carryover. No residue problems
Banvel + atrazine tank mix can do the broad-
spectrum weed control job on weeds resistant to
2,4-D and not adequately controlled by
atrazine alone.

*Banuel + Lasso BANVEL® frOMllabel registration 1 T UVUI

pending Lasso is a "^TTT^Tregistered trademark 1/ M l I I M ■of Monsanto Company W IM M J.Vy M A

VELSICOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Allows you first to make sure how much and what 341 East Ohio Street . Chicago, Illinois 60611
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NEW COMBINATIONS ON CORN CONTROL HARD-TO-KILL

No brittleness caused in corn. Ideal for narrow-row,
minimum-tillage programs. One early-post
treatment gives season-long control. So, usually
no need to cultivate.
See your dealer or custom applicator about
Banvel + Lasso or Banvel + atrazine combinations
that work before weeds hurt.
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mechanical skills needed on the
farm.

Lancaster Farming, Saturday, March 18,1
'students and graduates I
skills needed for employ]
agriculture.Muchprogress isbeing made in

providing this type of instruction
in agriculture, to students in high
school and beyond high school.

Many schools now offer
specific training in several areas
of agriculture and offer op-
portunities for high school
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Education is essentii
people in agriculture
Modern farming is a dy
changing occupation chall
our ability and desire to c(

learning and developing
ideas and skills.


